Soft computing (SC) is an evolving collection of methodologies
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1987, fuzzy control was successfully applied in industrial plants in Japan. In the late 1980s, neuro-control was used for robot arms (including the robot arm of the space shuttle, chemical processes, continuous production of high-quality parts, and aerospace applications) in the U.S. [1] . In 1991, the Berkeley Initiative in Soft Computing (BISC) was established as an ILP (Industrial Liaison Program), with L. A. Zadeh as its director. Since the establishment of BISC, researchers throughout the world have been studying soft computing, i.e., the fusion of fuzzy logic (FL), neural networks (NN), and evolutionary computation (EC) [2] . The term computational intelligence, as defined by Zadeh, is the combination of soft computing and numerical processing. This term was first used in 1990 by the IEEE Neural Networks Council. Three IEEE International Workshops on Soft Computing in Industry have been held in Muroran, Japan, in 1993, 1996, and 1999, with Zadeh as plenary speaker each time [3] - [5] . The first workshop put emphasis on the fusion of neural networks and fuzzy logic. In the second workshop, evolutionary computation, chaos computing, and immune networks were discussed. The third workshop focused on cognitive distributed artificial intelligence (human-like information processing) [5] and reactive distributed artificial intelligence (bioinformatic information processing) [78] .
The papers from the above workshops, as well as from the related IEEE Transactions using the IEEE Xplore, and other related journals over the past ten years are reviewed here in order to show industrial innovations that have taken place using soft computing. In this paper, industrial innovations using soft computing are discussed in Section II, and applications to the aerospace industry, communications systems, consumer appliances, electric power systems, manufacturing automation and robotics, power electronics and motion control, process engineering, and transportation are discussed in Sections III-X. Finally, future opportunities are outlined in Section XI and conclusions are presented in Section XII.
II. INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION USING SOFT COMPUTING
Soft computing (SC) was proposed for construction of new generation artificial intelligence (high machine intelligence quotient (HMIQ), human-like information processing) and for solving nonlinear and mathematically unmodeled systems (tractability) (TR) [3] . In addition, SC can be implemented at low cost (LC). SC is the fusion or combination of fuzzy, neuro, and evolutional computings [40] .
Later, chaos computing and immune networks were added [4] to explain so-called complex systems [2] , cognitive distributed artificial intelligence, and reactive distributed artificial intelligence [123] .
It has been proven that nonlinear mapping obtained by neural networks can be approximated to any desired accuracy by the use of fuzzy systems [6] . As neural networks have flexible learning capabilities, it is possible to develop nonlinear models using only input-output (I/O) data. However, it is often cumbersome to fine-tune the modeling accuracy of neural networks, because it may be difficult to explain logically the cause and result in the excitation-response relationships. On the other hand, fuzzy systems provide clear advantages in knowledge representation and acquisition. For example, knowledge is easily introduced in parallel to an adaptive fuzzy neural network by constructing a hierarchical diagnosis structure and modifying rules by available structured knowledge [96] , or modifying and adjusting fuzzy inference for pattern recognition with lack of input data by some complementary knowledge [7] . Fuzzy systems, however, have been missing adaptation capabilities for a long time [1] . Jang and Sun have shown that under the condition of minor restrictions, functional behaviors of radial basis function networks and fuzzy inference systems are the same [8] . On the other hand, local models in blended multiple model structures for nonlinear systems (fast fuzzy neural networks) have been recently investigated [9] - [11] , [93] .
For example, [93] presents type-I fuzzy systems implemented using Gaussian radial basis function neural networks as local models in blended model structures for nonlinear systems. This fuzzy neural network is actually an extended radial basis function network that is obtained by replacing the output layer weights with a linear function of the network inputs. Each neuron represents a local linear model with its corresponding validity function (membership function). Furthermore, the radial basis function network is normalized like fuzzy membership functions. The side effects of normalizing should be considered, as all validity functions for a specific input combination sum up to one [12] . The Gaussian validity functions determine the regions of the input space where each neuron is active. The input space becomes larger when dynamic systems are represented by these networks. A fast fuzzy neural network with general parameter learning is developed. It is especially suitable for real-time fault diagnosis since what we have to do is to only observe changes in a general parameter. It was implemented with a digital signal processor (DSP) integrated RISC machine [93] . Recurrent fuzzy neural networks are recommended as a means to reduce the size of the input space [13] . They are able to yield adaptive self-tuning, self-organizing, and automated design functions for nonlinear systems and systems for which suitable mathematical models are not obtained. They are also used for cognitive (fuzzy decision tree, etc.) and reactive (multiagent system coordination, etc.) decision making. DSPs and advanced computer systems are at present utilized to implement soft computing. Neuro computing and evolutionary computation usually need a lot of computational time, which is the disadvantage of the implementation of soft computing. Recently developed fuzzy neural networks enable solutions to be obtained for problems that have not been able to be solved by traditional analytical methods (hard computing) [14] , since function approximation is used rather than parameter optimization (TR). Tractability enables industrial systems to become increasingly innovative.
Evolutionary computation has been developed and modified for applications of optimization for large-scale and complex systems as shown later in this paper. Fogel proposed intelligence based on bioinformatics [78] . Data mining, for which soft computing is an effective and a promising approach, has been attracting the attention of researchers in industry [60] . Data mining is expected to be applied to largescale process plants and electric power systems for decision support and optimization (TR).
Soft computing has recently been playing an important role in advanced knowledge processing. An advanced learning method using a combination of perception and motion has been introduced. Emergent, self-organizing, reflective, and interactive (among human beings, environment, and artificial intelligence) knowledge processing is considered by using soft computing and by borrowing ideas from bio-information processing [79] . Soft computing provides rich knowledge representation (symbol and pattern), flexible knowledge acquisition (by learning from data and by interviews with experts), and knowledge processing (inference by interface between symbolic and pattern knowledge). Therefore, it is straightforward to construct low-cost intelligent systems. The various kinds of artificial intelligence (cognitive and reactive AI) make industrial systems intelligent. Such an intelligent system has adaptive, autonomous, decision support, optimization, and emergent functions (HMIQ). This HMIQ enables innovations in industry. This innovation potential is discussed in our paper, by surveying a representative set of application papers in various kinds of application fields. As shown in Table 1 , soft computing has been used considerably in human-related fields such as, manufacturing automation and robotics, and transportation. The proportion of SC publications in different fields of application from 1990 to 1999 is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
III. AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

A. General View
In the early 1990s, Werbos developed nonlinear optimal neuro control (adaptive critics). It has been applied to aerospace and aircraft control systems [1] . Soft computing (neuro, fuzzy, and evolutionary computings) is used for aerospace systems because of the high degrees of nonlinearity, uncertainty, and complexity of these problems and because of the involvement of human beings [18] .
B. Application Fields
Neuro control is very effective in aerodynamics, since aerodynamics characteristics are usually highly nonlinear and uncertain (varying), and data is available for learning. Evolutionary computation is useful when optimization solutions for complex systems are required. Since these applications sometimes involve human operators, fuzzy approaches that provide excellent interface methods with human beings are useful [18] . A summary of application of SC in aerospace is given in Table 2 .
C. Aircrafts and Air Traffic
Calise proposed the use of neural networks for flight control of an aircraft. One network is used to obtain inverse dynamic models off-line, and another neural network is used on-line to behave as an inverse controller [15] .
Napolitano et al. constructed a neural and fuzzy virtual flight recorder that could record aircraft control surface deflections. A neural network simulator is interfaced with the recorders. The outputs of these two reconstructors are the control surface deflections that minimize a performance index based on the differences between the available data and the output from the simulator [16] .
Schneider et al. presented an approach that integrates human interaction with simulations and genetic algorithms for the realistic repair-time analysis problem in airbase logistics. These problems are difficult-to-quantify issues with conventional computation [17] .
D. Spacecrafts
Berenji proposed the application of soft computing to NASA space projects such as the orbital operations of the space shuttle, including attitude control and rendezvous/docking operations [18] .
Alvarez et al. used fuzzy approaches for continuous driving of long-range autonomous planetary micro-rovers, which required maximization of the range and number of interesting scientific sites visited during a limited lifetime. They used a complete set of techniques including fuzzy-based control, real-time reasoning, and fast and robust rover position estimation based on odometry, angular rate sensing, and efficient stereo vision [19] .
IV. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
A. General View
Since communication systems involve human beings, soft computing can be effectively applied to such systems. Soft computing enables solutions to be obtained for problems that have not been able to be solved satisfactorily by hard computing methods.
B. Application Fields
Chaos computing is effectively used for modulation and synchronization of spread sequences in digital communication systems. Neuro-fuzzy approaches are utilized for equalizers and data compression. Network topologies are determined using evolutionary computation. Soft computing is also expected to play an important role in the development of wireless communication systems. An outline of applications of soft computing to communications systems is given in Table 3 . 
C. Data Communications
Kolumban et al. applied chaos computation to a synchronized coherent receiver, which has advantages over noncoherent ones in terms of noise performance and bandwidth efficiency. The performance of chaos computing-based communications systems is compared with those of conventional ones in [20] .
Patra et al. developed a fuzzy implemented channel equalizer that showed performance close to that of an optimal equalizer with a substantial reduction in computational complexity [21] .
Cramer et al. developed a neuro post-processor that could be used for any existing video compression scheme. Their approach was to interpolate video sequences and compensate for frames that may have been lost or deliberately dropped [22] .
Jou et al. proposed an online lossless data compression method using an adaptive fuzzy-tuning modeler with fuzzy inference. The performance was better than that of other lossless coding schemes and satisfactory for various types of source data [23] .
D. Communication Networks
Gelenbe et al. proposed intelligent techniques and used them in high-speed networks. The use of neural networks for multimedia traffic prediction for the purpose of traffic shaping or reserving resources was shown to be much more accurate and simpler than traditional linear predictors. Similarly, it was shown that the extraction of features and rules from incomplete data sets to compute the bandwidth or anticipate congestion episodes in switches could be performed simply and effectively using neuro-fuzzy approaches. The uncertainties in estimating statistical parameters were also overcome through the use of several neuro and fuzzy solutions. The advantages of intelligent techniques, notably learning from experience, scalability, adaptability, and ability to extract rules without the need for detailed or precise mathematical modeling, are numerous. Genetic algorithms provided optimal solutions for channel reuse in multiple access telecommunication networks and in other communication networks [24] .
Chakraborty et al. proposed an efficient genetic algorithm for channel assignment problems in cellular radio networks. The task was to assign channels to different cells in an efficient way: a minimum frequency band is used and, at the same time, interference among cells from different cells is practically avoided. An improved genetic algorithm has also been developed [25] .
Dengiz et al. presented a genetic algorithm with specialized encoding, initialization, and local search operators to optimize the design of communication network topologies [26] .
Gao et al. presented a neural network-based predictor for received power level prediction in direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems. Their predictor consists of an adaptive linear element followed by a multilayer perceptron. Besides, the neural network topologies are optimized using the predictive minimum description length (PMDL) method, for reducing computational complexity and maximizing the generalization capability [27] . 
V. CONSUMER APPLIANCES
A. General View
The field of consumer or home appliances is not a popular research area in the academic community. Almost all such research activities are related to practical product development. Therefore, most of the sparse literature (mainly conference papers) on soft computing in consumer appliances has its origins in industry. Due to commercial confidentiality reasons, these conference papers do not usually give detailed descriptions of algorithms and methods used but, rather, tend to be fairly superficial. Such industrial research and development is particularly active in Japan and South Korea, while corresponding industries in Europe and the United States are only just starting to use soft computing in the control of various consumer appliances. In Japan, even ordinary consumers are aware of the great potential of fuzzy logic, neural networks, and chaos computing which have already brought machine intelligence into their daily lives. There is clearly a demand in developed countries in Asia for intelligent, human-like, and user-friendly control features. The figurative term "heartware" [30] is sometimes used in respect to such consumer products that support the following general objectives:
• comfortable way of life; • ease of life to manage time and space; • health-and environment-conscious life.
Although the field of research on consumer appliances differs greatly from the other application fields reviewed in this paper, an overview of state-of-the-art appliances should be given in view of the considerable and rapidly growing monetary value of the intelligent home appliance business. Besides, numerous interesting innovations have been made in this field during the past ten years.
B. Application Areas
Soft computing has been used in consumer appliances since the late 1980s [38] . In the pioneering years, fuzzy logic was clearly the dominating methodology [37] . Then, in the early 1990s, neural networks were merged with fuzzy logic to construct various neuro-fuzzy combinations; and soon after that, chaos computing (CC) started to attract interest in the Japanese appliance industry. More recently, evolutionary computation (EC) has also shown considerable potential in this heterogeneous application field. A summary of home appliances and their innovative characteristics that were made possible largely by soft computing is presented in Table 4 . All of those characteristics have an obvious connection to the heartware concept mentioned above. Next, we take a closer look at three specific classes of appliances: cooling and heating, washing, and food preparation.
C. Cooling and Heating
The cooling and heating class of applications discussed here consists of three principal products: air conditioners, refrigerators, and gas heaters. These are typical products in which soft computing is now playing an important role, particularly in the Japanese market. Nitta [30] described a new neural network-based intelligent air conditioner, in which air temperature, capacity and direction of the air stream are determined using a comfortableness index , which is a function of air temperature, radiation temperature, air stream velocity, humidity, clothes worn, and metabolism. Naturally, it is not realistic to input all of those variables into a practical estimator, but a feedforward neural network can be approximating by using only the following inputs: temperature of intake air and its derivative, room temperature, air capacity, desired temperature, and direction of the air stream. In addition, an infrared image sensor is used to sense the location and number of persons, as well as the radiation temperature from different surfaces. Based on these inputs and a user-friendly, on-site training process, the approximated comfortableness index is maximized, and a more comfortable living space than that which is possible with conventional air conditioners is created. An alternative neuro-fuzzy approach to thermal imaging and detection of the location and number of persons in a room was proposed by Wakami et al. [33] . Their image understanding system is tailored to the needs of intelligent air conditioners. Shim et al. discussed an application of evolutionary computation for fast and accurate on-site training of a neural network-based temperature controller in an air conditioner application [31] . They used an evolution strategy [39] for on-line tuning of the air conditioner controller, i.e., training the weights of a feedforward neural network. When such a controller is designed to follow users' habits and preferences, the undesired repetitive use of a remote controller is minimized. The most important concern is to cope with fluctuations in the operating environment. When only four remote controller operations were performed during the initial day, the neural controller was able to automatically provide a similar temperature pattern on another day when the outdoor temperature varied similarly.
Kim et al. proposed a fuzzy logic-based controller for controlling the refrigerant distribution in a multitype home air conditioner [28] . Multitype air conditioners have one outdoor unit (compressor) and multiple indoor units, and they offer the following advantages compared to more widely used single-type air conditioners: low cost, easy installment, and centralized control functions. On the other hand, it is difficult to stabilize the refrigerant distribution control when the ratio of the cooling load of indoor units to the cooling capacity of the outdoor unit is high. The refrigerant quantity is controlled by adjusting the cross-sectional area of the refrigerant pipe by a linear expansion valve. Here, 49 ( ) fuzzy rules are used to control the valve, and the controller has two inputs: evaporator temperature variation and goal temperature error. This fuzzy controller has a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz and is able to provide stable and accurate room temperature even under considerable load changes.
Refrigerators are high-volume consumer products with the following performance requirements: ability to keep the food fresh and tasty for a long time, and low energy consumption. Choi et al. introduced a fuzzy refrigerator controller that uses a complementary neural network to recognize users' behavioral pattern to use the refrigerator [34] . The goal of this intelligent controller is to maintain the inner temperature within a desired range and to provide a fully automatic operation even when the volume of food has changed remarkably. A Sugeno-type fuzzy controller is applied together with a Kohonen-type neural network, which matches the observed user pattern, i.e., inner temperature variation and frequency of door openings, to one of the categories learned from a training set. This soft computing-based controller efficiently regulates the inner temperature and compensates successfully for the volume changes in the stored food. In addition, the overall energy consumption is somewhat lower than that of conventional controllers.
Wakami et al. proposed a neuro-fuzzy controller for stable temperature regulation in a refrigerator [33] . Temperature fluctuation is normally caused by heat shocks when the door is opened, new food is put into the refrigerator, or the ambient temperature rises. Three thermal sensors inside and outside of the refrigerator are used to identify heat shock. With a straightforward neuro-fuzzy control scheme, the temperature rise time of existing food was reduced by 50% and the temperature restoration time was shortened by 40% compared with conventional refrigerator control. To obtain such remarkable improvements, both additional sensors and computational methods were needed. This indicates that adequate sensing, either by physical or virtual sensors, is an important part of machine intelligence.
Temperature is not the only important quantity in keeping food fresh. Relative humidity also has a considerable effect on quality and taste preservation. The rate of air circulating can also be important in certain cases. Becker et al. presented a method in which fuzzy logic enables the complex coupling of temperature and humidity to be taken into account [36] . Their fuzzy control approach gives excellent dynamic behavior under the influence of heat shock disturbances and after changes in set point values. Four inputs and two outputs are used in the controller: temperature error and its rate as well as humidity error and its rate, as the inputs to the controller; and change in refrigerator compressor power and change in evaporator fan power, as the outputs of the controller. Both the temperature and humidity control actions are based on 25 ( ) fuzzy rules. These two fuzzy controllers clearly outperform fixed proportional integral (PI) controllers, because the refrigeration process is highly nonlinear. It should be pointed out, however, that the improved performance is partly a result of the use of a variable-speed compressor and fan instead of conventional ON-OFF controlled actuators.
Gas heaters are commonly used in many countries, particularly in Asia, to heat water for bathing at home. In China, about one million such heater units are sold annually [29] . Conventional gas heaters have only an open-loop temperature adjustment. This leads to uncomfortable temperature fluctuations if the incoming water and gas pressures are not stable. The pressure disturbance problem may be serious in developing countries. Zhu et al. proposed an efficient low-cost gas heater with a single temperature sensor and closed-loop switched fuzzy control [29] . Soft computing-based control is an attractive alternative, since the gas heating process is both nonlinear and time-varying, thus, cannot be successfully handled with a fixed proportional integral derivative (PID) controller. The presented switched fuzzy controller offers excellent disturbance-handling characteristics compared to those of PID-type controllers. Based on the measured temperature error , the rules used for selecting the applied control principle, are given below IF THEN apply P control IF THEN apply fuzzy control IF THEN apply PI control with fuzzy tuning
where and are specific temperature error limits used for switching control. The P control phase above is needed to provide a fast response when the error is large, the fuzzy control to ensure low overshoot, and the fuzzy-tuned PI control is needed to ensure accurate final temperature when the error is small. The proposed control scheme, which can be regarded as a fusion of soft computing and conventional hard computing techniques [41] , ensures safe and comfortable bathing.
D. Washing
Washing machines and dishwashers are home appliances that can also benefit from soft computing technologies. For such applications, there are three main goals: high washing efficiency, low energy consumption, and simple user interface. Fuzzy logic, neural networks, and chaos computing are used, particularly, in Japan and South Korea to achieve these goals. In addition to the conventional goals, i.e., washing efficiency and energy consumption, the simplicity of user interface is becoming increasingly important, and soft computing is regarded as a step toward the realization of intelligent one-button operation [35] .
Nomura et al. presented a dishwasher that utilizes fuzzy logic and chaos computing for reducing energy consumption and providing an efficient washing process [32] . In a conventional dishwasher, the washing time is fixed and the energy consumption is therefore unnecessarily high if there are only a few dishes. Here, fuzzy inference is used to accurately estimate the number of dishes and determine the optimal washing, rinsing, and drying times. As is widely known, a conventional water nozzle in a dishwasher is composed of one link and it makes periodic rotating movements. Consequently, the direction and area where the water is shot out are considerably limited. To solve this problem, a two-link nozzle with a complicated moving pattern is used to improve the washing efficiency. Based on time-series analyzes of nozzle movements, the behavior of the new two-link nozzle is related to deterministic chaos. The new scheme was compared to the conventional one, and it was found that the washing ratio was improved from 75% to 86%. Washing ratio, , is an empirical quality measure that is defined below:
where is the total number of dishes in the dishwasher and is the number of washed dishes with stains (visual inspection).
Shim et al. briefly discussed a soft computing-based dishwasher control scheme [31] . In their approach a neuro-fuzzy system is used to estimate the number of dishes. Evolutionary computation is also used in this scheme for fine-tuning of the estimation rules. Since different soft computing methodologies do not compete with each other, but, rather, are complementary they are being utilized extensively in the development of advanced home appliances.
For example, a scheme in which fuzzy reasoning together with the learning ability of neural networks is used in an automatic washing machine to provide precise control of the multiphase washing process was reported by Nitta [30] . They used only three physical sensors as explicit inputs to the fuzzy reasoning unit: an optical sensor that detects the degree of soiling and type of detergents, a current sensor that detects the amount of clothes, and a water level sensor. The following additional information is also implicitly provided for the fuzzy reasoning unit: types of clothes, preferred washing course, water quality, and dissolution of detergent. This means that the membership functions of fuzzy reasoning are optimized using a neuro-fuzzy approach with only approximated initial settings. The washing and rinsing periods, number of rinsing cycles, spinning time, water level, and applied current are optimized using the proposed fuzzy system.
E. Food Preparation
Soft computing methods have also been used successfully in food preparing appliances, such as rice cookers and microwave ovens. The main goal in the design is to produce tasty food. The market for rice cookers in many Asian countries is large, but rice cookers are not used in Europe or the United States. Although rice can easily be cooked using an electric or gas rice cooker, the tastiest cooked rice is supposedly obtained only by using a traditional cooking stove, which generates intense heat. Soft computing control is used to mimic the characteristics and behavior of traditional rice cookers and experienced cooks. Nitta [30] presented the design for an intelligent rice cooker that is based on neurofuzzy reasoning. The necessary intense heat is generated by magnetic induction heating, and the expert cooking process is reproduced by neuro-fuzzy reasoning. During this sensitive multistep process, both the heating temperature and amount of water are finely controlled by rules according to given input information, e.g., preferred rice stiffness, type and amount of rice, and initial amount of water.
Shim et al. made a further step toward one-button control and true heartware by proposing a rice cooker that can estimate the amount of rice [31] . Neuro-fuzzy reasoning with evolutionary computation-based fine-tuning of estimation rules is used again in their scheme. They also proposed a microwave oven that uses similar methods for optimal control of the entire cooking or defrosting process.
VI. ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
A. General View
Neural networks were applied already in the early 1990s to electric power systems. The first conference on application of artificial neural networks to power systems was held in 1991. In the mid-1990s, fuzzy logic was applied to power system applications [58] such as control, operation, and planning. Soft computing was applied to power systems in the mid-1990s as reported in [59] , which describes in detail the methods for applying SC to various power system problems. Recently, EC has been used mainly to solve control, operation, and planning problems of power systems, since power systems are typically large-scale and complex.
Data mining technology, which essentially involves searching for stable, meaningful, and easily interpretable patterns in databases using soft computing [60] has recently become popular, and this new technology may be used to solve certain power system problems in the near future [111] . Software for data mining in a power generation station, e.g., power station performance optimization (reducing energy consumption, identifying measures to reduce operating costs) is now commercially available [61] .
B. Application Fields
Since electric power systems are large-scale and complex, soft computing (especially EC) has been applied to control, diagnosis, forecasting, operation, stability assessment, dispatching, commitment, and planning, as well as other areas of power systems. Applications of soft computing to solve power system problems in the real world are summarized in Table 5 . It should be noted that power electronics technology has contributed to these intelligent power systems as the necessary hardware.
C. Control and Monitoring
Kamiya et al. proposed a GA with an adaptive enforcement operation that can generate and adapt enforcement [42] .
Wen et al. used EC to design an optimal fuzzy logic excitation controller for an asynchronous generator. Their test results were very satisfactory. Further, they used an automated design method for fuzzy controllers [43] .
A novel class of fuzzy, hyper-rectangular, composite neural networks (local-basis function neural networks) was developed by Liu et al. This method was applied to fast prediction of transient stability swings for use in high-speed control on the basis of synchronized phasor measurements. A highly successful prediction rate in real-time was obtained in simulation tests on a sample power systems [44] .
Bomfirm et al. developed a method that simultaneously tuned multiple power system damping controllers using modified ECs. They suggested that human expertise will be able to be captured and readily implemented in a more elaborate fitness function [45] .
Segal et al. proposed a new approach for real-time tuning of the parameters of a conventional power system stabilizer using a radial basis function neural network (RBFN). The dynamic performance of a system with an RBFN was shown to be quite robust over a wide range of loading conditions and equivalent reactances [46] .
Cho et al. developed an expert system using fuzzy relations to deal with uncertainties imposed on fault diagnosis of power systems. The experimental results for real power systems showed the usefulness of their proposed technique for diagnosing faults that had considerable uncertainty [47] .
D. Operations
Charytoniuk et al. explored an alternative approach of load forecasting based on indirect demand estimation from available customer data, instead of using time series of load changes and weather factors recorded in the past (conventional method). Neural networks were designed and trained on the basis of the aggregate demands of groups of surveyed customers in different categories [48] .
Kim et al. proposed a new method for a reliable short-term load forecasting for special days in anomalous load conditions with a neuro-fuzzy approach, which had not been possible using conventional neural networks due to dissimilar load behaviors of holidays compared with those of ordinary weekdays during the year, and due to insufficient number of training patterns. In their proposed method, special days are classified into five different day-types. Five NN models for each day-type are used to forecast the scaled load curves of special days, and two fuzzy inference methods are utilized to forecast the maximum and minimum loads of those special days. Finally, the results of the both methods are combined to forecast the 24-hour load pattern of special days. Their test results showed very accurate forecasting with an average relative error of 1.78% [49] .
Iokibe et al. developed a new method for short-term prediction of daily peak electric power demand. First, a nonlinear chaotic time series was considered. Then while the time series was embedded in an -dimensional state space using Taken's embedding theory, the state reconstruction method by fuzzy inference was used, and the computation time was reduced remarkably due to fuzzy inference rather than neural networks. Their method was applied to accurate prediction of daily peak electric power demand [73] .
MacGill et al. proposed a decentralized coordination framework for operating power systems with dispersed generation and energy storage (for optimizing the dispatch and short-term scheduling). Their method combined elements of dynamic programming with EC. Each power system resource evolved a "future benefit" function that described the impact of its own possible decisions on future power system operation. This "dual evolutionary programming" approach can handle complex resource models and objective functions [51] .
Matos et al. presented a method for steady-state security evaluation using fuzzy nearest-prototype classifiers. Their method produced a global evaluation for all relevant single contingencies. Understandable natural language was used to produce standardized sentences about the security level between the system and the operator [52] .
Wong et al. developed an efficient and reliable evolutionary programming-based algorithm for solving the environmentally constrained economic dispatch problem. The algorithm dealt with load demand specifications in multiple intervals of the generation scheduling horizon. The power and usefulness of the algorithm was demonstrated through its application to a test system [53] .
E. Planning
Richter et al. provided an EC solution to the profit-based unit commitment algorithm. It was confirmed that EC is a useful tool in searching large discrete solution spaces; and the space of the particular solution was quite large, making EC appropriate for solving the unit commitment problem. It gave more information to users due to the flexibility of the method [54] .
Huang et al. developed an approach using an EC-based neural network and dynamic programming to solve power system unit commitment problems. First, a set of feasible generator commitment schedules was formulated by EC-enhanced neural networks. Those pre-committed schedules were then optimized by the dynamic programming technique. By the proposed approach, harmful learning stagnation was avoided. The stability of the neural networks and accuracy were significantly increased. The feasibility and practicability of the proposed method were confirmed experimentally [55] .
Silva et al. proposed the application of an improved GA to deal with the solution of a transmission network expansion-planning problem. Their method is better than other methods for dealing with nonconvex, nonlinear, and large mixed optimization problems. They showed that their method is a promising approach for solving such difficult problems [56] .
Chen developed an interactive fuzzy-norm satisfying method in order to deal with fuzzy goals of the decision maker (DM) in multiobjective power sources planning problems. A satisfying solution for the DM can be obtained by updating the reference membership values based on the current values of the membership functions and objective functions. Through interaction, a global noninferior solution in each iteration is guaranteed. This fuzzy-norm approach based on the simulated annealing method was applied to solve these problems with a nonconvex objective space [57] .
VII. MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS
A. General View
The term intelligence has been frequently used in this field since robotic technologies that mimic human thinking and behavior of bio-systems have been developed. Contemporary intelligence is sometimes considered to be interactive information processing among human beings, environment, and artificial objects [79] . Intelligence is defined as human-like information processing [77] and adaptation to environment by leaning, evolution, and prediction in order to survive [78] . The use of structured intelligence by soft computing for intelligent robots has been considered [64] . However, the interaction with human beings is also important. Recently, emotional robots that interact with human beings have attracted much interest by researchers [71] . KANSEI (emotion, feeling) information processing has become popular in Japan [70] . This technology is needed for the development of human-friendly robots. Other technologies, e.g., fuzzy associative memory and chaotic computation have also been used for developing human-friendly robots (intelligent robots, welfare robots) [68] . Soft computing is widely used in this field.
B. Application Fields
Soft computing has been used in the construction of intelligent robots and manufacturing systems and for solving nonlinear and uncertain problems in the fields of hands and manipulators, mobile robots, multiagent robots, welfare robots, emotional pet robots, and manufacturing systems. It is expected that soft computing will play an increasing role in the realization of human-friendly systems in the future.
Robots and manufacturing systems and their characteristics that have been made possible mainly by soft computing are summarized in Table 6 . These applications are discussed in more detail below.
C. Hands and Manipulators
Lin et al. developed compact fuzzy decentralized controllers including sensor fusion schemes and introducing human skills through communication lines for a five-finger robot hand with 17 degrees of freedom. 17 potentiometers, 18 tactile sensors, and 17 actuators were installed in the design. Digital signal processor (DSP) chips were used to implement the proposed schemes [62] .
Kiguchi et al. [63] developed position/force control using the fuzzy vector method with a fuzzy neural network that received aid from an intelligent task planner. This is an intelligent control method because soft computing is used.
Fukuda et al. presented the design of an intelligent robotic system based on soft computing. An architecture of a robot system with structured intelligence was developed by them. The structured intelligence is explained such that perception and action functions are represented in the horizontal axis, and reactive motion, skilled motion, primitive motion planning, and motion planning functions as hierarchical levels are represented in the vertical axis, interacting with the environment. The role of SC is central in this intelligent robot system [64] .
D. Mobile Robots
Baranyi et al. proposed an improved vector field-based guiding model as an extension of the potential-based guiding model. A simplified neuro-fuzzy approximation algorithm was applied to the realization of models for the guidance of mobile robots [65] .
E. Multiagent Robots
Ishiguro et al. developed an architecture for behavior arbitration based on artificial immune networks. Antigens and antibodies in the artificial immune network were used as agents for environment description and decision-making for action, respectively. Each antibody (agent) was assigned by fuzzy inference (if-then, if not-then). An action decision was made following the action of the highest density agent. The complex system was optimized by EC, NN, reinforcement learning, introduction of meta knowledge and other. This was an example of the so-called reactive distributed artificial intelligence and cognitive distributed artificial intelligence. Soft computing was used in the design of reactive and cognitive artificial intelligences [66] .
Katagiri et al. used fuzzy inference and random search learning, which was devised for controlling interactive behaviors of a group of multiagent robots. Less computation time was needed compared with that for other multiagent robot systems [67] .
F. Welfare Robots
Kohata et al. used fuzzy associative memories and chaos computing to construct human-friendly multiagent robots for the welfare industry. Since this was a parallel computation method, the parallel processing algorithm was implemented on A-NET (Actors NETwork) [68] .
Ushida et al. proposed a fuzzy-associative memory-based knowledge construction method for application to a humanmachine interface, and they demonstrated that it is an important tool for investigating human-friendly welfare robots, and a possible alternative for developing intelligent robots [69] .
Takagi et al. used soft computing techniques (FL and interactive EC) for hearing impairment compensation and physical rehabilitation. In this field, the evaluation of system performance is subjective and depends on individuals (human Table 6 . Summary of Applications of Soft Computing in Manufacturing Automation and Robotics beings). KANSEI (emotion, feeling) information processing, which is popular in Japan, is suitable also for this purpose [70] .
G. Emotional Pet Robots
Kubota et al. have been using an emotional model for the development of evolutional pet robots. The structured intelligence described in Sections VII-A and VII-C (perception learning and behavior learning) is based on soft computing. An emotional model based on feelings (moods) reflected by the external environment is defined for the pet robot to perform tricks through interaction with its owner. The owner teaches the pet robot how to perform tricks [71] .
Atkeson et al. have been studying human behavior using humanoid robots. Interdisciplinary technologies of brain science including artificial neural networks and soft computing (wavelet transformation and others) have been widely used to analyze human behavior [72] .
H. Manufacturing Technologies
Iokibe et al. proposed a fault diagnosis method using chaos computing for chaotic time series analysis, fuzzy reconstruction of chaos state trajectories and separation of white noise from the trajectories. Their method was applied to fault diagnosis for rotating machine parts, and it was found that the use of this method could greatly reduce the required computational time [73] .
Djordjevich et al. developed a system for monitoring tool wear condition using neuro-fuzzy computing. The feed cutting force was estimated by an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system based on the measurement of servo motor feed currents [74] .
Yen et al. proposed a wavelet-based feature extraction method for monitoring vibration conditions of dynamic systems. In their method, symptom vectors extracted by wavelet transformation were fed into the inputs of the neural network classifier [75] .
Kim developed fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) using a reconfigurable field programmable gate array (FPGA) system. The FLC was partitioned into many temporally independent functional modules. Each module was installed individually on the FLC automatic design and implementation system. Each implemented module formed a downloadable hardware object that was ready to configure the FPGA chip [76] .
VIII. POWER ELECTRONICS AND MOTION CONTROL
A. General View
It is well known that I/O mapping by an NN can be approximated by FL. However, an NN has advantageous knowledge acquisition capabilities by learning and more accurate mapping properties. On the other hand, FL can explain the I/O relations and is rich in knowledge representation. Besides, it is suitable for fine-tuning and representation of easily understandable knowledge expressions for human beings with less computation time. Fuzzy neural networks have therefore been applied to power electronics and motion control. In the FL approach, various kinds of clustering methods in the I/O spaces from numerical data are used and fuzzy rules are extracted adaptively [88] .
In this field, systems are often nonlinear and uncertain. It is difficult to obtain rigorous mathematical models. Self-tuning (adaptive) capabilities and automated design methods are needed. Soft computing has innovatively solved such real-world problems at low cost. For hardware realization of the schemes, fast DSPs are widely available [93] .
B. Application Fields
In all application fields of motion control, welding, induction motor drives, reluctance motor drives, inverters, converters, and diagnosis, there exist high nonlinearities and uncertainties such as current dependent inductance, stray inductance and capacitance, eddy current, temperature dependency effects, skin effect, friction, gear backlash, and compliance, for which rigorous mathematical models cannot be obtained. Self-tuning (adaptive, robust) capabilities and automated designs methods are needed. Soft computing (FL+NN) has innovatively solved these real-world problems [85] , [86] , [93] . EC is not frequently used in this field for system optimization. Since relatively fast dynamic systems are dealt with, computationally efficient fuzzy neural networks are used. Power electronics and motion control have been the basic implementation technologies for robotics and automation. Human-friendly diagnosis technology in which intelligent information processing is essential is increasingly being developed [93] , [95] , [96] . Table 7 presents a summary of the power electronics and motion control, and the system characteristics that have been made possible mainly by soft computing, most of which are implemented using commercially available digital signal processors. These applications are described in more detail below.
C. Motion Control (Including Welding)
Fahn et al. proposed a new method for estimation and control of the speed of a nonlinear servomotor. They used also EC to extract numerical control rules from the input and output data. After an evolutionary process, the resulting numerical rules constituted a lookup table. Then a fuzzy neural network was trained using the numerical data in the lookup table as teaching signals, resulting in automatic generation of fuzzy rules. The control performance using the proposed methods is superior to control performance of conventional PI controllers. An automatically designed, robust, and fastresponse control system was constructed [80] .
Seidl et al. used an NN to compensate for notable gear backlash hysteresis in accurate positioning mechanisms. They analyzed the nonlinearities governing nonlinear differential equations. Then, optimal and smooth control trajectories were generated. The NN was mainly used for parameter adjustments. Accurate and robust positioning for the highly nonlinear complex system was achieved [81] .
Popovic et al. developed pulse torque control, whose torque pulse shape was inferred by FL from the desired disposition data. Such a control scheme was applied to high-precision positioning. Fine-tuning was applied using experimental data. This control was particularly simple to implement and achieved high-precision positioning for highly nonlinear systems [82] .
Ku et al. proposed a nanometric precision three-degrees-of-freedom position controller by an NN using the data obtained from capacitor gap sensors. First the open loop characteristics of nonlinear positioners (static stiffness, hysteresis, drift, frequency response, and coupling effects) were experimentally investigated. Then, a cerebellar model activation NN control algorithm was applied to provide real-time learning and better tracking capability than that of conventional PID control [83] .
Cook et al. used two NNs for modeling and control of a variable polarity plasma arc welding process, which is highly nonlinear. The input variables to the first NN were the desired crown and root widths. The output variables that were the inputs to the second NN were the torch standoff, forward Table 7 . Summary of Applications of Soft Computing in Power Electronics and Motion Control current, reverse current, and travel speed. The final output variables were the resulting crown width and resulting root width, which were used for the actual welding. Each NN was trained using experimental data [84] .
D. Induction Motor and Switched Reluctance Motor Drives
Lin et al. identified the temperature-dependent rotor resistance by a model following adaptive controller to realize a decoupled stator-flux-oriented induction motor drive. Then, a combined external and parameter disturbance observer was constructed using an NN. The estimated disturbance was forwarded to the input in parallel with an IP controller, resulting in a robust nonlinear controller. The NN was trained using experimental data [85] .
Grabowski et al. developed a new flux and torque estimator for nonlinear decoupling. They used an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system for constructing a controller and voltage modulator based on estimates of flux and torque. It was experimentally shown that this simple controller gave fast torque and flux responses, satisfactory operation even at very low speeds, and simple tuning capability [86] .
Sensorless speed control is greatly emergent. Ben-Brahim et al. introduced a neural network to model adaptive speed control. Accurate speed control at a relatively low speed was achieved [87] .
Cheok et al. extracted fuzzy rules by clustering experimental data and constructed a fuzzy adaptive position estimator of a switched reluctance motor drive. Their proposed method has the following advantages [88] :
• no mathematical model is required;
• no requirement for large lookup tables; and • fuzzy models allow fast computation.
E. Inverters and Converters
Tzou et al. developed a fuzzy tuning PID current controller generating quasi-optimal PWM patterns for a three-phase pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter. The controller is simple and robust, and provides for fast transient response and low total harmonic distortion [89] .
Raviraj et al. concluded on the basis of the experimental results that a fuzzy controller is the most flexible and best among a sliding mode controller, PI controller, and fuzzy controller for power converters [90] .
Pretorius et al. used a neural network controller that chose the most cost-effective compensator mode of operation on the basis of continuous analysis of load conditions and operational losses of the elements in the compensator structure. This controller saved 30%-70% operational losses compared with a conventionally controlled hybrid compensator [91] .
Pinto et al. implemented a neural-network-based spacevector PWM modulation of a voltage-fed inverter. It covers the under-modulation and over-modulation regions linearly extending operation smoothly up to square wave [92] .
F. Diagnosis
Akhmetov et al. developed a fuzzy neural network with general parameter learning for diagnosis of automobile transmission gears using a measured nonlinear time series from an acoustic sensor. It is an automatically designed, self-organizing, and adaptive fault detector that remarkably reduced the computation time in real time operation [93] .
Shaikh et al. presented a fault diagnosis scheme for nonlinear time series using linear regression method and finite impulse response (FIR) neural network. They detected the fault using regression lines obtained from raw normal and abnormal data. FIR network was then used to estimate the unknown system for the normal condition data and to filter the abnormal condition data. The existence of a fault was then confirmed using regression lines plotted for the predicted normal and filtered abnormal data. The scheme was successfully applied to two real-world problems using acoustic and vibration data recorded from rotating parts of an automobile and a boring tool, respectively. The scheme provided good results [94] .
Goode et al. proposed an NN/FL system for incipient fault diagnosis in induction motors. Their system that was connected in series for the extraction of membership functions and fuzzy rules, was trained by modified learning algorithms using experimental data. It achieved 100% detection accuracy [95] .
Fussel et al. developed a fuzzy neural network classifier for use in a multifault detection system for a dc motor. Structure knowledge and experimental data were used for a decision tree. As a conclusion, soft computing methods will be increasingly applied to challenging diagnosis problems, leading to human friendly motor drive systems [96] .
IX. PROCESS ENGINEERING
A. General View
Fuzzy logic was first used in the process industry in Japan in 1987. Since processes are usually nonlinear, uncertain and complex, highly skilled operators have controlled process plants. Fuzzy control was devised to mimic skilled operator's control. In the U.S., neural networks were applied to the chemical process industry in the late 1980s. Since the chemical industry has typically a lot of operation data available, neural networks are suitable for nonlinear time series analysis. Soft computing offers additional adaptation capability to solve nonlinear and uncertain process engineering problems. Since these processes are large-scale and complex, data mining technology, which has been developed since the late 1980s using heterogeneous methodologies, including soft computing methods based on pattern recognition technology, has recently been used for interpreting and understanding important associations hidden in large process databases [104] . Due to commercial confidentiality reasons, people working in process industries do not usually publish detailed technical papers; their work is focused on the development of practical products. However, data mining software for process industry is now commercially available [111] . Data mining provides the understanding of process and plant performance and, therefore, builds a solid basis for remarkable degree of cost savings and profitability. Data mining technology is being used in the following demanding areas [112] :
• load forecasting and operation guidance for air conditioning systems; • monitoring of the performance of heating systems; • inner state estimation for stills (soft sensing); • quality modeling and quality improvement operation guidance for dissolution processes; • virtual sensors for the paper industry;
• virtual sensors for a furnace; • oil ingredient prediction; • final quality prediction for chemical reactor process; and • evaluation of drug effects.
B. Application Fields
The processes in the chemical, paper, and steel industries are all highly nonlinear and uncertain. Also, process systems are usually large-scale and complex. Therefore, data mining technology using soft computing is attractive for the operation of process plants. Table 8 presents a summary of process industry applications and their innovative characteristics that have been made possible largely by soft computing. These application fields are discussed in detail below.
C. Chemical Process Industry
McAvoy surveyed various kinds of neural networks applied to chemical processes for diagnosis, modeling, feedforward control, soft sensing, and nonlinear model prediction control to optimize plant operation. These NN systems created considerable economic benefits utilizing a lot of process data [97] .
Koivo discussed different kinds of neural networks and showed that a multilayer perceptron, a radial basis function neural network, and Kohonen feature maps have been innovatively applied to static and dynamic fault diagnosis and to the control of industrial processes, and have been very profitable for the process industry [98] .
Maki et al. proposed a two-stage neural network as the basic structure of a fault detection system. The first stage of the network detected the dynamic trend of each measurement, and the second stage diagnosed the fault. Their system was experimentally applied to fault detection and diagnosis of a well-stirred tank reactor and it showed satisfactory performance [99] .
Lu et al. developed a fuzzy expert optimization control system for a fluidized catalytic cracking unit (FCCU) in an oil refinery to optimize the cracking product distribution under a variable production environment. First, an adaptive fuzzy relational model with self-learning and prediction control that could interact with a skilled human operator was devised. Then, the structure of fuzzy reasoning was constructed as a total fuzzy expert system. It was successfully tested in a large-scale FCCU and the results showed significant benefits through fuzzy optimization control [100] .
Iwasa et al. devised a self-tuning PID valve controller with a neural network for temperature control of a nonlinear and complex batch reactor, which produced polyethylene. The neural network was trained to mimic an experienced operator. The results of experiments showed that the proposed scheme was able to improve the control performance efficiently [101] .
Schenker et al. proposed a reliable long-range predictive controller that consisted of two neural networks with an external feedback. The networks used an external feedback of the process state, yielding a state-space mapping that eliminated the drawbacks of I/O mapping of the feedforward networks. Their controller was experimentally applied to a semibatch chemical reactor. The results showed the feasibility of using neural networks as intelligent sensors and as longrange dynamic predictors [102] .
Sbarbaro et al. devised three-level hierarchical control using three radial basis function neural networks (RBFN) for a large-scale process. A valve controller was designed for the lowest level. On the middle level, a real time adaptive nonlinear controller for a water and air tank was proposed. On the highest level, a supervisory PID controller was devised. The RBFN required only little computation time and was shown to be suitable for efficient real-time operation [103] .
Kewley et al. proposed data strip mining with neural networks for the virtual design of pharmaceuticals. Their method enabled extraction of predictive models from data sets that had a large number of potential inputs and comparatively few data points. The methodology used neural network sensitivity analysis to determine which predictors were the most significant in the particular problem. Elimination of variables through neural network sensitivity analysis and prediction of performance through model cross-validation allowed the analyst to reduce the number of inputs and improve the predictive ability at the same time [104] .
D. Paper Process Industry
Scharcanski et al. devised a simulator (model) for a paper forming process using a neural network. The new model yielded data corresponding to data obtainable along arbitrary scanning lines in planar stochastic fibrous structures, providing profiles, variances, histograms of local area density, and histograms of local free-fiber lengths. These results closely resembled experimental data from commercial paper samples obtained from radiographic or optical transmission images subjected to image analysis [105] .
Viljamaa et al. proposed a fuzzy system to compute new target values for low-level controllers during grade changes in a paper machine. The system was designed and tuned in cooperation with human operators of the paper machine. The design method utilized both heuristic knowledge and estimation techniques based on I/O data. The obtained knowledge during design and tuning were preserved also during optimization of the fuzzy model [106] .
E. Steel Process Industry
Kayama et al. devised a sensor fault detection scheme for a complex, large-scale feedback system using immune networks, Kohonen's feature maps, and fuzzy inference. The sensors were antibodies connected to each other. Each sensor watched another sensor's output and informed its abnormality by fuzzy decision making from learning vector quantizations from other sensors. This method was applied to sensor failure detection of a large scale and complex furnace in steel industry [107] .
Block et al. proposed hierarchical control for a steel plant. The control objectives were mainly reached by incorporating the skills of operators in neural models, at different levels of control. Low-level supervision of measurement and operating conditions was obtained. The optimal thermal cycle of alloying was determined using an RBFN and a static database was built up from recorded measurements. The learning of the weights was carried out from the results of a fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm. Control of the annealing furnace was achieved by mixing a static inverse model of the Table 9 . Summary of Applications of Soft Computing in Transportation furnace based on a multilayer perceptron. The neural network was then pruned in order to enhance the generalization capabilities [108] .
Garcia et al. developed a real-time FL-based diagnosis system of roll eccentricity influence on the strip thickness at the exit of a finishing hot strip mill. Implementation of this system resulted in production cost reductions. Fuzzy logic was used to compare spectra and searching for common patterns, which allowed for a totally automated diagnosis system. A least-squares algorithm was used for accurate estimation of roll eccentricity [109] .
Dussud et al. devised a fuzzy controller using the available expert knowledge for controlling the casting mold level during disturbed phases. This controller was integrated with a PID controller resulting in a global control architecture. It was experimentally shown to be satisfactory [110] .
X. TRANSPORTATION
A. General View
Transportation is a large field with diverse and challenging problems to solve. Since the field of transportation mostly serves ordinary people, passengers, human-orientation and safety in various controls, fault diagnosis, and logistics operations are of considerable importance. It can be seen from Table 1 that nearly 12% of all published conference and journal papers in the field of Transportation contain applications of soft computing. Based on this considerable proportion, it can be concluded that soft computing forms an important collection of methodologies in transportation research and development. On the other hand, less than 4% of all soft computing papers are related to transportation. These two proportions have remained fairly constant during the five-year period of 1995-1999. Thus, the use of soft computing has already a mature position in the field of transportation.
Since the early 1990s soft computing has attracted intelligent automobile researchers. Soft computing is widely used in this field since ground transportation systems are human related, and also nonlinear and uncertain. Intelligent vehicle control requires the following functions:
• recognition of the driving environment;
• planning of driving based on the recognized environment; and • planning of driving that is easily acceptable for drivers.
B. Application Fields
Elevators should be comfortable for passengers and their group dispatching control is complex. FL and EC are therefore often used in state-of-the-art elevator control systems. Soft computing is an efficient means for constructing intelligent vehicles, since the machine, driver, and the driving environment are interacting with each other. Train operation requires comfort and safe for passengers and the operation scheduling is complex. Therefore, soft computing has shown to be effective in transportation applications. Table 9 presents a summary of the applications of soft computing in this field. The applications and their characteristics are described in detail below.
C. Building Transportation
Kim et al. designed an FL-based elevator group control system. In the control strategy generation part, the passenger traffic patterns for elevator operation were classified, and membership functions, used at the hall call assignment, were created using both the classified traffic mode and degrees of importance of the evaluation criteria. In the hall call assignment part, the suitabilities of individual elevator cars for each registered hall call were given by fuzzy inference and by rank of the overall suitability [113] .
Fujino et al. proposed both floor-attribute-based and car-attribute-based evaluations. Genetic algorithms were used for parameter optimization that improved considerably the critical transportation capacity under demanding traffic conditions [114] .
D. Road Transportation
Traffic-actuated fuzzy logic signal group control was developed by Niittymaki et al. It was shown that the proposed method was more efficient than other traffic signal control algorithms [115] .
Pang et al. presented a route selection algorithm based on a driver's preference. A fuzzy-neuro approach was used to represent the correlation of the attributes with the driver's route selection. Based on training of the fuzzy neural network for the driver's actual selections, the route selection function could be made adaptive to the decision-making of the driver [116] .
Kuo et al. developed a genetic algorithm-based fuzzy PI/PD controller for an automotive active suspension system. The results of real-time simulation demonstrated that the proposed method could provide passengers with a much more comfortable ride [117] .
Hayashi et al. developed neuro-fuzzy transmission control for an automobile with variable loads. In their control method, vehicle loads and the driver's intention were estimated by fuzzy inference, and optimal gear-shift moment selection was achieved by a neural network. Comfortable driving with variable loads was achieved [118] .
Matsumura et al. proposed an online self-tuning PID controller for speed control of an electric vehicle using a neural network. Their controller enabled both the drivers and passengers to have a comfortable ride [119] .
Holtsmann et al. developed a fast fuzzy neural network, which realized Sugeno's type-I fuzzy system. It was applied to control, diagnosis, and simulation of vehicles. This fast fuzzy neural network is able to replace the traditionally used look-up tables [120] .
E. Rail Transportation
Chang et al. proposed a dynamic train coast controller. A genetic algorithm-based method was developed for synthesizing the train coast look-up table before departing from each station for an interstation run. Both indices of punctuality and riding comfort were incorporated successfully into the fitness function in the form of a penalty factor [121] .
Liu et al. developed a fuzzy neural network and examined its performance. It was successfully applied to the maintenance of ticket machines. The model utilized specific knowledge of experts that was transformed into fuzzy membership functions through certain control rules. Conventional analytical methods were not able to give satisfactory solutions in this case [122] .
XI. FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
The successful applications of soft computing (SC) suggest that SC will have increasingly greater impact in the coming years. Soft computing is already playing an important role both in science and engineering.
In many ways, soft computing represents a significant paradigm shift (breakthrough) in the aim of computing, a shift that reflects the fact that the human mind, unlike state-of-the-art computers, possesses a remarkable ability to store and process information, which is pervasively imprecise, uncertain, and lacking in categoricity [2] .
Soft computing can be extended to include computing not only from human thinking aspects (mind and brain) but also from bio-informatic aspects [78] . In other words, cognitive and reactive distributed artificial intelligence will be developed and applied to large-scale and complex industrial systems.
In fuzzy systems, computation with words will be investigated increasingly [77] and also evolutionary computation will be emerging [78] . It is expected that they will be applied to the construction of more advanced intelligent industrial systems.
XII. CONCLUSION
Soft computing is already a major area of academic research. However, the concept is still evolving, and new methodologies, e.g., chaos computing and immune networks are nowadays considered to belong to SC. While this methodological evolution is taking place, the number of successful soft computing-based products is increasing concurrently. In the majority of such products, SC is hidden inside systems or subsystems, and the end user does not necessarily know that soft computing methods are used in control, diagnosis, pattern recognition, signal processing, etc. This is the case when SC is mainly used for improving the performance of conventional hard computing algorithms or even replacing them. However, soft computing is very effective when it is applied to real-world problems that are not able to be solved by traditional hard computing. Another class of products uses soft computing for implementing novel intelligent and user-friendly features. Soft computing enables industrial systems to be innovative due to the important characteristics of soft computing: tractability (TR), high machine intelligence quotient (HMIQ), and low cost (LC).
